Call for Papers / Submissions

Suggestions and proposals for publication are welcome! We consider scholarly essays written in German, English, Italian, French or Spanish. Scholars wishing to submit an article should send it to the Editor:

fausto.cercignani@unimi.it or fausto.cercignani@gmail.com.

Deadline: 30th September of each year.

All essays should comply with a few essential typographic rules and be accompanied by a short abstract in English (about 500-600 characters, including spaces).

Studia theodisca was founded 1994 as an international yearbook devoted to the study of German culture and literature. For vols. I-XVII, published in print between 1994 and 2010, see:

Studia theodisca I-XVII (1994-2010)

The Editor of “Studia theodisca”

Fausto Cercignani